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Abstract

This paper exploits strengths and weaknesses of agile Scrum framework using knowledge management. An agile framework Scrum widely used as agile manufacturing process. Many organizations prefer Scrum to complete their work in time. It is hugely beneficial if Scrum get improvised or enhanced with new features so that projects get better results, the frequency of the failed projects in an organization will become less. To carry this research, here Knowledge Management (KM) framework phases used to analyse, identify the absent phases in Scrum framework. In order to introduce the absent phases, strengthen the Scrum framework KM transferring has considered. Knowledge transferring gives attention of the best practices suitable to the current Scrum framework such as RUP, SSM. These practices elected as the best methods for Scrum and again analysed the influence of the KM transferring. To improve the Scrum framework in the perspective of the building new knowledge, it considered the core capabilities of the KM building, checked the activities of Scrum framework as result identified the existed and absent activities in the Scrum. This paper also proves that knowledge management quiet useful to evaluate the strengths and weaknesses of any development methodology.
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